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_ABSTRACT
Departing -from:-BacOnian science- which_- focuses =on

_

explanation of the occurrence of eventS=,===Chomskyl-8 linguiStics
Involves a different -orientation-7-namely:=, e-_=explanatton_i of form_ to
account- fdr- IingUIStit!=behaItiot_The-InknOwiedgen--=-Iipotif-htdh

judgeniente are -batied:itivol-veSrt-thel:=ISkeMiSeittifE=itinate
-- mechanisms. The assdniption'that_Speakere:=andi_liSteners-,areiable to

ukre linguittic-coMpetence -bedause_khey; are biologioally- equippeds __,- _
o-_ so_ gives rises-to-An-- empiricat=iquesti-onwhether,-:or =not= the -

acquisition -of communicative behavi-OurefIects-Innate mechanisms. TO
Atify- the issue, the-asuthtitS-=-dittuss-=__SOMe_bf---i_Etheit,=OWnz-'_retearch

esigned tt-, deterthine- sdevelOpteritti-Seqiientes-ss=in===speechUsingt:
behavior_s. They view their studyasisupport-isfor,-turther:_extended and

resea=rch_ _in- the-s4red, -of__ speech=lising_::beha*-16r: Serious study
,o_fecommunicative behavior -regOires_ tertainty,_as,---to_ whether Baconi

-_:Chothskyan gy t-=_xpmethodolO-beselains=-cmm-ounicative competente.
uthor/IG).-
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related to communication research-with increasing frequency. The problem

with this is that the term "communicative competence" commits us to a

major departure from Baconian science, the same departure which has been

taken by Chomsky's linguistics. Baconian science, the science of causation,

focuses on explaining the occurrence of events, stics

very different orientationname lainin the form, not

occurrence, of linguistic events. e-necessity o accountin

form of linguistic_events is_o Vious as soon as we consider =linguistic-

behavior. Linguistic e vior does-not just consist of constructing

with other sentences, as _contradictory lanation o

of linguistic events can e lain how s nts are - possible.

can be accounted for on ere is an o er, an inherent onn, in

linguistic events which spe earers (in some sense)

base such judgments on. linguistic behavior of- speakers and hearers

e- occurrence

occurrence, cf linguistic events =._ t is such an account that Choms

linguiSties: it ,Wotkingite44idtd.-



Now, Chomsky's linguistics entails the premise that speakers and

hearers "know" the forms =inherent their language--such "knowledge

is called linguistic competence. Use of the term "communicative compe-

tence"--ostensibly coined from the jargon of Chomsky's linguistics--

implies-a very strong claim: that we consider communicative behavior to-

permit creativity and to reflect inherent forms which communicators-

"know" and base perceptual judgments on. If we do not intend such a

claim then our use of the term is misleading, if not vacuous.

Whether or not we intend such a claim, the fact is that at present

we have solutely no= =basis`for making it. lloweve

_reason- at=present-_to-:

uires- -usi-to--=account-:

re_ rs=f

atre =no -bas_is

[er==it=is a fr

fact that we now have two distinct sciences to choose between in studying

repres-ented_by-___Cnoins Istrd$:, differs

in the kinds of explanations sought, in methodology

formulation and verification-of theses

lain



(science].) or whether we must account for the =forms of communicativef
behavior (science2). This is a new kind ofquandry: how to make a well-

motivated choice between. competing sciences.

Fortunately the choice between these competing sciences doet not.

depend on metaphysical speculation. There are empirical differences

between phenomena which can be explained within Baconian science, and

phenomena which require us to account for their form. First, and most

obvious, it would be absurd for -us to depart from Baconian science if

there -is= no inherent form in communicative behavior. Or to put this

another way, we cannot -just

forms of communicative

t

o arison wi the question



Whether the acquisition of conmunicatiVe behavior reflects innate

past _summer is relevant at this point because it focused on the acquisi-

tion of commicative behavior and was intended as an inicial treatment

of the question of innate mechanisms. We decided to introduce this work

here not because we feel it is conclusive but because it suggests some of

the problems this kind of research is likely to encounter.

If COMMUlliCative behavior is acquired at a particular period of

developmentas it would have to= be= to support the presumption of innate

anisms-_-then it s o ssible to locate a a i ar age at

iveat play in= a__ te-sc oo ta-qUestioried their-

_atentsz out_ithef-ages_:lat iCh=fthe-i-thiIdrerti undergone _=relevant_

e aVi-ora an determine



years old do not sustain mature commicative behavior.

Yet it was clear from observing the children that there were

behavioral differencei among them, and that the differences were related

to age.. The younger children consistently made little or no effort to

alter the actions or attitudes of others, whereas such efforts were

common among the older children.= Two anecdotes will illustrate this:



. .

at other carnivals. And then he announced there would
be a carnival there the next day. Within seconds, M and
N left off swinging and the three boys went to get a
better look at the truck.

Since everyone has a "best definition" of commimication, there might

it was, it will save controversy if we say that =P -- exhibited speech-using

behavior whereas A and r) did not That is,=.P deliberately used speech to

achieve certain =goals.= What is important here is not that the older

o acquir

engaging in

s va

res \concluded that there is a particular int speech-

using behavior emerges, a few months either si rth birthday.

To obtain further supyort for is we submitted questions to the.

parents = about the ages when viors we considere relevant emerged:

(We sent out 17 questionnaires of those 11 were return

did 60% of the younger children; each of the six = children over ad shown

interest in adult conversations, but so had 60% of the =younger children;

and continuing this pattern, five of the six children over 3-6 had



exhibited preferences for particular people, but so did half of the

the younger children wtkich we had associated with speech-using behavior

toraise doubts about the existence of a specific age when such behavior

emerges.

Of course, the evidence supplied by the parents is not highly

qtiestioned-them -about :really: dollave__any_connection with::speech-using _

==_behavior z-_differences=me-'_'-obserVedare,,asir-far__aSiswen.are _

neern reA

o questio envirounental. _ factors

have been res pons bl_e - for = the= speech- using= behaviors we sery

interest here was o in responses conce se older

ho had acquired speech-using behavior We= found ee environmental

actors these children their parents' religion, their

parents'= occ ations, television programing wat

er hand, there were a = number of differences between t e _children:

he amount of television wat extent o e parents' cations,

find =the time = enroll in = pre - school all varied greatly across the older

The most significant difference=in children's environments,

however, was in =the_ = ways = =that= =the = parents==helped their c.hildren out of

difficulties with playmates. In some cases the parents discussed



-problem-situations_ with the child, trying to _explain what had_ happened.

Other parents -tried to distract-the= child -by- offering new activities.

Still other parents Uti-litedfbothisapproaches. One would expect that if

there -had been parental input responsible for Speech-uSing_behavior,

it -would have been frok those parents who had tried- te _explain- Situations-

: to their_Children, and- that- the children_ wh6 were consistently distracted=

from problem situations would-be relatively-slow -to- acquire speech7using__-_

behaVior. -But given our observationsi these differences in input were

Certainly is resea ut despite

e pnthlems inherent in obtained enough evi ence to support our

confidence that the question of =innate mechanisms -can be empiric.ally

has a well-motivated direction, unless we are certain about which science

is adequate to explain it.


